
   

                         

 

                              OFFICE OF THE SSE/NC/IRCA/LILUAH 

 

No : NC/LLH/MISC/2015                                          Dt. – 10.04.2015. 

 The General Secretary, 

 IRCA/ New Delhi. 

 

                                    Sub. : “ Takniki – President/IRCA Technical paper  

                                                  competition “. 

                                     Ref. : Your letter no- ICN.915/ Takniki.2015, 

                                                dt. 04/02.2015. 

 

 

                             In ref. to the above a paper from LLH is enclosed for your kind 

consideration please. In this connection , besides thanking you, we would like 

to inform you that though all participants in a  race expects a victory, we as 

participants from LLH are proud and honoured to be a part of your innovative 

steps in our department, which is a big gift for us. 

 

                                                                      NC STAFF OF LILUAH WORKSHOP. 

 

 

 

 

 



History of Liluah Workshop 

  Liluah workshop   is located at 22°35´0"N 88°23´0"E at an elevation of 13m from MSL , 

which is 2 Km north of Kolkata and 5 Km north of Howrah and is connected by Air at 

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose International Airport ,  by road  with  G. T. Road and 

National Highways linking Delhi & Mumbai, by Rail with the outer world and  , is also 

within  2 Km of Belur Math located beside the river Hooghly. 

Its history dates back to the British era when the Liluah Carriage and Wagon Workshop 

was set up to release pressure off Howrah. Liluah was the depot of the former East Indian 

Railway (EIR ). The case of unfortunate shipwreck bringing EIR’s first Loco and mis –

despatch of ship carrying EIR’s first Coaches for inauguration of first railroad in Eastern 

India led the EIR authorities to consider manufacture of rolling stocks in India. Initially EIR 

had set up a locomotive and Carriage Workshop near the Howrah station in 1853, with 

the idea of maintenance of assets after inauguration in 1854 and was later shifted to its 

present site in the year 1900, to meet the requirement in terms of magnitude of work. 

Before that the locomotive portion of Howrah workshop was shifted to Jamalpur in 1862 

and Howrah works was upgraded  to carriage and wagon workshop in 1863. LILUAH 

WORKSHOP is the largest combined Carriage and Wagon workshop in Indian Railways.   

      The prime responsibility of this workshop was to manufacture rolling stocks except 

locomotives. 3000 Coaches were manufactured at Liluah up to 1972 . Wagon 

manufacturing was discontinued in the post independence era  and coach manufacturing 

was stopped when sufficient infrastructure was built throughout the country to cater for 

the ever growing demand.  During the second world war Liluah made immense 

contribution to the war machinery of Allied Forces, besides rolling stock manufacture. 

Apart from rolling stock required for transport of military equipments, Liluah also 

produced hundreds of Ambulances, water cars, tanks, armoured vehicles, lorries, 

ammunitions, even minor items like tent pegs etc for the British Army, the Indian Army 

and Royal Air force. These illustrates the technical expertise and skill developed within 

the workshop. Liluah was the home of the 1st Bn. East Indian Railway Regiment.   

Now Liluah Workshop is an ISO- 9001:2008 & ISO- 14001-2004 certified 

organisation – turning out highest number of overhauled Coaches ( both AC 

and non AC ) in Indian Railways system . 

         NC Organisation started functioning at LLH from 15.04.1968  and  has proved its 

importance in such a manner  that nobody in C&W wing at LLH  thinks of turning out of 

Coaches and Wagons  after overhauling ,without NC certifications, except some specific 

items. 



Importance of Neutral control organisation and Importance of Standing 

Instructions , as experienced during NC working at Liluah Workshop. 

 

      From the very first day of my joining in this department, I heard that Neutral Control 

Organisation, where we are working plays a very important role in the Indian Railways C&W 

wing. It’s a fact that despite several changes in the designation of Indian Railway supervisor 

and other staff we are better known as “ NTXR “  and we are proud with our old and 

original identity. We know there are lot of experiences among the field ( old and present ) 

staff of our organisation about the importance of our department and most of them are 

well aware about their role , but we want to share some of our experiences with our well 

experienced, knowledgeable and dedicated colleagues . Though there are lot of incidents in 

our life as NTXR , we want to mention some of them to show our role, importance of 

standing instructions, application of common sense and  expectation of Railway policy 

making body from our department ;  ( Here as team leader of NC staff/LLH, “ I “ has been 

used where discussions were made with the team leader only ).   

Incident no- 1. It was sometimes in the end of 1982 or beginning of 1983, one ‘BOXT’ 

wagon was offered for NC examination, which was rejected by NC staff continuously for 

about a week or more being badly rusty, thin, pitted and perforated in several places of 

both side sole and which were repaired by covering all portions between all side pillar 

bases of entire sole bar by 5mm M.S. plates. There was no specific rule for repairing these 

types of sole bar, even there was no specific rejection rule also. Our justification for 

rejection was – in a BOXT type wagon, where the importance of sole bar is more , how a 

badly corroded sole bar which was found thin and perforated in several places including 

side pillar base sides, can be allowed after POH where welding were done even over 

perforated portions . There were lot of hue and cry, we had to face the firings from the 

principal foreman, AWM, WM and the powerful Dy. CME and was threatened for the 

consequences for our misadventure. But we had confidence on our decision and did not 

change our stand. One day we heard that the ACME of the workshop (who happened to 

be one gold medallist mechanical Engineer from IIT/KGP) will personally inspect the 

wagon before referring the case to IRCA HQ office through the CME/ER for necessary 

action against us, for unnecessary detention of a wagon for a long time violating the 

orders of LLH workshop officers and one time we felt that we were isolated in a workshop 

of 10,000 strength. Even some of NC  staff were not in  favour of such strict decision. One 

day the ACME arrived for the inspection and there were hundreds of people behind him 

to hear his verdict – we were standing in a corner of our office gate like  unnamed / 

unrecognisable plants in a corner of a garden, definitely with some fear for our future –

but  within the next few minutes we heard the ACME shouting – “how you have dared to 



show me this type of repair?  I appreciate the activity and courage of the Young NTXR, 

who seems to be more practical – this wagon should be condemned “. The gathering 

behind the ACME (dispersed) vanished within a moment.   

Incident no-2.  While checking coaches immediately after my transfer from HQ office to 

LLH in the year 2004, it was noticed that in some coaches particularly in SLR and GS types, 

middle portion of 13t bogies are getting worn out. This problem was discussed with some 

of my colleagues posted in different coaching workshops, but as no fruitful feedback was 

available and no guide lines were available for repair of this type of defect, I had no other 

alternative to go for rejection for drawing attention of the authorities concern. Lot of 

bogies were rejected despite severe crisis of 13T bogies. Considering the importance of 

the problem and crisis of 13t bogies in the system the honourable CME/ER intervened 

and after going through the problem personally , ordered for undertaking repair of bogies 

worn out up to 5mm, applying 2mm to 5mm patch on the affected area depending on the 

thickness of wearing. Though, I personally was not satisfied with the order, I didn’t 

hesitate to certify coaches fitted with bogies repaired as per that order. While reviewing 

our role, I surprisingly noticed that NC team at LLH were not very serious about ensuring 

Body – Bogie clearance (clearance -D ) in coaches before certifying  POHed coaches. I 

realised that my first job was to teach my staff about examination procedure of coaches 

and inform them about the importance of various tolerances and clearances in coaches 

and initiated some steps from NC side ensuring strict compliance of orders for 

maintaining Bogie – Body clearance (clearance -D ), bogie height-686+5(clearance -F ) and 

Bolster clearance (clearance-C) including D/pot and Bolster spring height before 

certification.  Though workshop field staff expressed their displeasure on this decision at 

that time but got the result of that decision from NC side as incidence of bogie frame 

wear found reduced significantly, when coaches were received in the next POH and our 

decision was appreciated. Subsequently, the order of the CME/ER was superseded by 

RDSO’s order no. - RDSO/2008/CG /CMI /03, Feb. - 2008.  

 

 

Incident no- 3. :   In the year 2004-05 , while examining 10 yrs to 20 yrs old ICF design 

coaches my attention was drawn by NC staff accompanying me , on the corroded Body 

bolsters , mainly extended   edges of lower flange where side bearers are fitted. It was 

observed that mainly lower flange thickness were  reduced well below original thickness, 

some were found with edge parts deficient and some were found with web portions 

badly pitted also. Since this was a new problem and no repair procedure was prescribed 

anywhere, the matter was ignored for some time by workshop authorities until NC staff 



started rejecting the coaches. After lot of discussions in the shop at different level and 

failing to control or convince NC staff by threatening, trying to prove NC staff fool , when 

NC staff remained stick to the decision of rejecting defective coaches, the matter was 

taken up by workshop top bosses. Initially a LTSO ( Local technical standing order ) was 

issued after personal ground study by the honourable CWM and Dy. CME of this 

workshop, who were highly qualified Engineers with brilliant past record and we were 

given a copy of that LTSO for certification of coaches repaired as per that LTSO. But we 

were not convinced and rejection of coaches with badly corroded Body Bolster continued 

from NC side. I was called in the chamber of the CWM and our conversation was as under 

in presence of the Dy. CME:  

 “The Dy. CME to the CWM – ‘Sir, You have issued TSO, but he is still rejecting the 

coaches. 

The CWM to me- --------‘you wanted TSO in that matter and I have issued that, now 

what’s your problem? 

Me – Excuse me, Sir, the TSO was not approved by the CME/ER. 

The CWM – Why CME? Am I not authorised?  

Me – Sorry, Sir, you are not authorised for issuing any such TSO for NC staff. 

The CWM: Am I to approach the CME in every matter? 

Me:  Sir, while you are deviating from the standard repairing order or you are trying to 

introduce anything new in the system, you have to approach the CME. 

The CWM: O.K. “     

The TSO was approved by the CME/ ER; coaches were being certified by us for some time, 

though we were not satisfied. Despite being confident about the defective TSO, we were 

trying to find a scope to point out the defects in the TSO with all likeminded supervisors, 

but knowing our limitations of being Class –III supervisors and our educational 

background, we kept quiet for some time. Practically, we were afraid of accidents for the 

faulty TSO and as soon as the  reports of failure due to the defective TSO started coming 

in ,we got chance to see the result of that faulty TSO physically and immediately stopped 

certifying coaches repaired as per that TSO.  --------------- In the chamber of the CWM 

again: 

 “The CWM: What happened? You wanted TSO to be approved by the CME, it was 

approved, what do you want now? 



Me: Excuse me, Sir, the TSO is defective and unsafe for coaches, I can’t accept coaches 

repaired as per that TSO from safety point of view.  

The CWM: What? Unsafe! I have personally studied the matter and prepared the TSO 

with the help of Dy. CME, how can it be unsafe?  

My justification was like this – “Sir, you know, normally four side bearers, through which 

total load of Coach body are distributed to bogies, are fitted on two body bolsters (a 

fabricated box section using two 16mm croton steel plates as upper and lower flanges 

and 10mm croton steel plates as webs and used stiffener plates inside the box) by down 

hand welding before fitment of body bolster while manufacturing. But in your order, you 

have instructed to remove side bearers from the corroded body bolster lower flange and  

fix  a 5mm MS plate by welding in its periphery and some plug welding and re fix the side 

bearers on that 5mm MS plate. As per your order only over head welding is possible, 

which is not at all a reliable and acceptable welding technique. Moreover, in your order a 

side bearer is being fitted on a 5mm MS plate instead of a robust box section. If, we 

assume that during normal running and if brake is not applied suddenly, your system may 

work for some time, but when the coach is negotiating a curve and when total load of 

body is shifted on two one sided side bearers and when brakes are applied suddenly, 

which is a normal matter, there are every possibility of shearing out of side bearers with 

that 5mm base plate, which may result in a major accident and knowingly, I can’t allow 

that “.  

The CWM gave a patient hearing to my argument and replied – ‘DEKHNA PAREGA ‘.  

The TSO was modified 2-3 times after that and we still follow a TSO with our 

dissatisfaction. 

 

Incident No- 4:   LHB coaches were pressed into service and LLH workshop started IOH 

and afterwards POH of LHB coaches. Initially there was no instruction for items to be 

checked by NC staff before certification of LHB coaches. The design of LHB coaches are 

totally different from the conventional ICF design coaches, we are familiar with. One of 

the new features in LHB coaches is its toilet system, where CDTS (Control Discharge Toilet 

System) were introduced in place of ordinary commode chutes, to keep some control on 

the human waste discharged from the running trains. It was observed that during IOH and 

POH of LHB coaches nobody was attending the CDTS due to non availability of necessary 

infrastructure at this and objection was raised from NC side in the form of rejection. We, 

N.C. Organisational representatives at LLH were informed in writing by workshop 

authority that the item in question (CDTS) is under AMC and to be attended in open line, 

the Divisional head of C & W (Sr. DME) also informed the same, and we started allowing 



the coaches without CDTS attention at LLH, but requested LLH workshop authorities to 

ensure attention of CDTS by AMC vendors in open line before sending the LHB coaches in 

LLH workshop for overhauling. But after some time it was observed that the CDTS system 

were neither being attended at LLH , nor in open lines and we were forced to inform the 

workshop authorities for initiating necessary action in the matter. Meanwhile, in the year 

2009 one order was issued from Railway Board (MM) instructing non attention of CDTS 

during POH in workshops to be treated as NC reject able item. As soon as compliance of 

the order was started from NC side at LLH, relaxation order advising NC staff to allow LHB 

coaches without attention of CDTS from LLH was issued from the CME/ER. Considering 

importance of the order of the MM, the CWM/LLH was informed about our position of 

continue rejecting LHB coaches for non attention of CDTS during POH. As NTXR, we only 

felt the anger of the CWM, the DY. CME and their associates on that day, but everything 

was normal in the next day  ( In this matter I was informed by one of the responsible 

person of LLH workshop about the consequence of my inability to accept relaxation order 

issued by the CME/ ER, which was  -  On receiving letter from NC side , the workshop 

authority faxed the letter to the CME/ER for suitable action against the NTXR for his 

audacity, which in turn was faxed to the  Railway Board for necessary action on the same 

day, but Railway board not only declined to initiate action against NTXR/LLH, but 

supported the stand of NTXR. From the body language of LLH workshop authorities there 

were sufficient reasons to believe the information received). CDTS of LHB coaches are not 

being attended at LLH and this is a reject able defect for NC staff up till date.  

                     

 

                            Though we NC staff at LLH have experienced lot of similar and other types of 

incidents as mentioned above, but as a team leader I wanted to mention the above 

incidents only to highlight the roles being maintained by NC staff at LLH from the under 

mentioned points of view, with the expectation of suggestions from other NC depots and 

superiors for betterment in our performances:   

1. In the first incident narrated above NC staff/LLH had to apply common 

senses for the interest of the Railways. In that case rule was partially  

silent and partially half written. We had to consider the  difference of 

buffing loads between BOXT and BOXC Wagons and periodicity of POH, 

which gave us strength to stick to our decision.  Despite tremendous 

pressure from workshop side,  finally it was proved that our initiative was 

correct.  

2. In the second incident, our role was different; we wanted to find out the 

root cause of the arising defect. Though our initiative was apparently a 



step to implement the rules strictly, practically it was an experiment from 

our side, which proved to be fruitful and was supported by the RDSO , 

subsequently. 

3. The third incident is an example of actual ground position of the Railways, 

where coaches are pressed into service with such repairs also,  which are 

though authorised in some cases, yet without proper trial and without 

considering safety aspects. These are because of pressure of turning out of 

rolling stocks from workshops as per fixed target, even when supply of 

materials are inadequate.  our role as  NTXRs in this case were more 

important.  We had to perform our  duties with more caution and  only 

considering the reason for which we were destined and out turn target, 

material shortage etc. were not our criteria .Moreover while defending 

our position in front of the CWM,  we had to study the matter thoroughly 

to avoid any embarrassing position, resulting which we were able to prove 

the importance of our presence at LLH. 

4. The fourth incident mentioned above is an example of correct assessment 

of NC importance. In that incident we were able to assess  the  importance 

of the instruction issued from Railway Board . The remaining action was 

an easy step for us, as we were protected under a strong umbrella.  

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                              JAYDEB CHAKRABARTI                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                        SSE/NC/LLH. 
                                                                                                            ( Team leader- NC staff/LLH )                  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


